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ABSTRACT 
The problem studied in this paper is to determine some conditions on a matrix A 
over a ring R which will insure that the matrix equation Au = f is solvable over R if 
it is solvable over the residue field K( u ) for every &I E Spec R. If R is a regular local 
ring (containing a field), a polynomial ring over an algebraically closed field, or the 
ring of holomorphic functions on a Stein manifold, then a sufficient condition on A for 
pointwise solvability to imply global solvability is that A be generic, a concept which 
is defined in the paper. For the rings of functions, pointwise solvability will mean 
solvability over R/M for a certain set of maximal ideals. The relationship between 
this notion of pointwise solvability and solvability over K(U) for all prime ideals is 
studied by introducing various types of closure operations on submodules. Mather has 
previously proved a theorem similar to the main result of this paper for the case of 
rings of smooth real valued functions on open subsets of Euclidean space. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If R is a ring of k-valued functions (k a field) on a space X, and 
A : Rq + Rp is an R-module map, then a necessary condition for f E RP to be 
in AR4 is that for every r E X, f(x) must be in the subspace A(x)k” c kp, 
i.e., for every x E X the linear equation A(x)u = f(x) is solvable over k. A 
natural question is: when is the converse true, i.e., when is solvability of 
A( x)u = f(x) over k sufficient to insure solvability of Au = f with u E R4? 
That some condition on A is necessary is seen by letting R = k[ X] and 
letting A : R -+ R be defined by multiplication by X ‘. Clearly, the equation 
x% = x is solvable for each x E k, but the equation X % = X is not solvable 
for UER. 
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There are two basic conditions on A which have been used to give 
positive answers to the question of when pointwise solvability implies global 
solvability for certain rings R. The first positive results were obtained by 
assuming that rank A(X) is constant as a function of X. This situation has been 
studied both for rings of holomorphic functions by Wasow [15] and for 
general rings by Ohm and Schneider [12], Hazewinkel and Perdon [7], and 
Guralnick [4, 51. It should be pointed out that what was studied in these 
references was a different problem, namely that of determining when point- 
wise similarity of a pair of matrix functions implies some form of “global” 
similarity, but the solution of this pointwise similarity problem is obtained by 
studying a matrix function of pointwise constant rank. 
The second condition which appears in the literature is due to Mather [9]. 
Mather takes R to be the real valued C” functions on a ball B in [w “, and he 
proves that if A: B + M(p, 9,lR) (the p x 9 matrices over 0%) is transversal to 
the stratification of M( p, 9, R) by rank (see Section 6 for definitions), then the 
matrix equation Au = f (f E C”( B)P) is solvable with u E C”(B)Q if and 
only if the matrix equation A(x)u = f(x) is solvable over R for every x in B. 
The main results in this paper are versions of Mather’s theorem for regular 
Iocal rings, for polynomial rings, and for rings of holomorphic functions. The 
primary result is the theorem for regular local rings (Theorem 5.1), since the 
polynomial theorem (Theorem 6.5) and the theorem for holomorphic func- 
tions (Theorem 7.1) are both easy corollaries of the result for regular local 
rings. Although the proof of Theorem 5.1 is very similar to the proof of 
Mather’s theorem, we have been unable to obtain Mather’s theorem as a 
straightforward corollary of Theorem 5.1, similar to the way Theorems 6.5 
and 7.1 are derived from Theorem 5.1. 
A brief survey of the organization of the paper will now be given. Section 
2 contains some fairly standard algebraic results which will be required in the 
proofs of the main theorems. For the convenience of the reader, these results 
are stated in the precise form in which they will be applied, together with an 
indication of how they are obtained from results easily found in the literature. 
The pointwise solvability problem is formalized in Section 3 by introduction 
of a closure operation on modules, which is related to the radical operation on 
ideals. Section 4 introduces the concept of a generic matrix over a regular 
local ring and studies the localization properties of generic matrices. This is 
applied in Section 5 to prove the main result of the paper, Theorem 5.1. 
Sections 6 and 7 contain applications of Theorem 5.1 to generic matrices over 
some function rings, specifically, polynomial rings and rings of holomorphic 
functions on Stein manifolds. 
To conclude this introductory section, I would like to thank Jack Ohm and 
August0 Nobile for a number of useful conversations concerning the subject 
matter of the present paper. 
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2. ALGEBRAIC PRELIMINARIES 
The standard conventions and terminology of commutative algebra, as 
found for instance in Matsumura [lo], will be followed. Particular conventions 
are that R will always denote a commutative ring with identity, Spec R is the 
set of all prime ideals with the Zariski topology, and Specm R is the subset of 
Spec R consisting of all maximal ideals of R. In addition, two well-known 
results will be collected in this section in the precise form in which they will 
be used. 
Let (R, J#) be a commutative local Noetherian ring, let A = [a ij] be a 
p X 9 matrix such that p < 9, and assume that each aij E 4, the maximal 
ideal of R. Let Z(A) denote the ideal of R generated by the p X p minors of 
A, and let Coker(A) denote the cokemel of the map R9 + RP determined by 
the matrix A. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Buchsbaum and Rim [l], Northcott [ll]). Zf the entries 
{ aij } in the matrix A form an R-sequence, and Coker(A) f 0, then 
hd(Coker(A)) = 9 - p + 1, where hd denotes horrwlogical dimension. 
This result is a combination of Corollary 2.7 of Buchsbaum and Rim [l] 
and Theorem 1 of Northcott [ 111. Recall that a sequence { a i, . . . , an } c &I is 
an R-sequence if a 1 is not a zero divisor of R and a ; is not a zero divisor of 
R/(a,,...,a;_,).R for2<i<n. The homological dimension of a module A4 
over R is the minimal length of a free resolution of M. 
The following result gives a criterion for equality of two modules given 
local equality on a sufficiently large Zariski open set. The reader is referred to 
the notes of Grothendieck [2] for the background material on depth and local 
cohomology required for the proof of this standard result. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let M be a finitely generated module over a noetherian 
ring R, and let N c M be a subrrwdule. Let Y c X = Spec R be a Zariski 
closed subset, and assume the following: 
(i) M, = ND for all p E X \ Y. 
(ii) ZfmEMandm,=O forall pEX\Y, thenm=O. 
(iii) Depths0 ND > 2 for all p E Y. 
ThenN=M. 
We will give a brief indication of how this result follows from the standard 
results presented in Grothendieck [2]. Let N’ and M’ be the sheaves of 
Oxmodules determined by N and M respectively. Then there is a commuta- 
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tive diagram (from Theorem 3.8 and Proposition 2.2 of [2]) 
In this diagram, Hi( X, N’) = 0 by (iii) and Theorem 3.8 of [2], so the middle 
arrow at the top is an isomorphism. The middle vertical arrow is an isomor- 
phism by condition (i). The injectivity of the middle arrows is a consequence 
of condition (ii). A diagram chase then shows that the inclusion N L* M is an 
isomorphism, which proves the theorem. 
3. SPECTRAL CLOSURE OF MODULES 
Let R be a ring, and assume that N c M are modules over R. Given 
11 E Spec R, let K(P) be the residue field of R,, and define a homomorphism 
T ,,,,%, from Mto M@,~(p)byT~,,(u)=u@l.If Uisasubsetof Mc~~K(~), 
then (U) will denote the K( 0) subspace spanned by U. 
DEFINITION 3.1. 
(1) The spectral closure of N in M is the submodule N of M defined by 
Thus m is in N if and only if m@ 1 is in NaB K(D) for every 0 ESpec R. 
(2) The maximal spectral closure of N in M is the submodule L%’ of M 
defined by 
z= n (T,,,) -‘((T,,,(w)). 
A E Spec~n R
REMARK 3.2. 
(1) When the ambient module M is implicit from the context, we will 
usually write To instead of the more cumbersome TD,M. 
(2) N z N c n! 
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(3) Let k be an algebraically closed field, let R = k[X,, . . . , X,1], and let A 
be a p X 9 matrix with entries in R. If N= AIF G RP = M, then from the 
Nullstellensatx one has that 
E={f~R~:theequation A(y)u=f(y)issolvable 
with u E kq, for every y in k”}. 
Thus, E is the submodule of RP consisting of vectors f such that the linear 
equation Au = f is pointwise solvable. Therefore, the point~selocal-global 
problem asks for conditions on A which will insure that N = N. 
(4) lf R is a ring and N c R = M is an ideal, then z = rad( N ), where 
rad( N) denotes the nilradical of N. 
Proof. If @ E Spec R and P g N, then (TJ N)) = K(P), so Tt; ‘((T,(N))) 
= R. If 1, 2 N then T,(N)=0 and Tim’((T,(N)))= p. Thus N=n,,.,vn = 
rad( N ). 
(5) If R is a reduced ring and A is a p X 9 matrix over R such that 
rank K(v j A( 0) is a constant function on Spec R, then N = ARY is spectrally 
closed in Rp, i.e. N = N. 
This is a restatement in the language of spectral closure of the lemma on 
p. 723 of the paper of Hazewinkel and Perdon [7]. 
(6) The spectral closure is intended to give for submodules an operation 
similar to that of taking the radical of an ideal. Remark 3.2(4) shows that for 
an ideal, the radical and the spectral closure coincide. The next result gives 
some indication that the spectral closure is an appropriate generalization of 
the radical of an ideal. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. lf M is a finitely generated module over a ring R and 
N c M is a sulmwdule, then Ann(M/N) = rad(Ann(M/N)). 
Proof Let p be any prime ideal of R containing Ann( M/N). It will be 
shown that Ann( M/N) G 0. 
Let m 1, .‘, mk be generators for M, and suppose that a E Ann( M/N). 
Then ami E N, so that a( p)mi(~) is in N(D) for 1~ i d k. Hence there exists 
si E 0 with siami E N + pM for 1~ i 6 k. let s = (nf=isi); thus sam, E N + 
pM for 1 G i G k. Hence sami = ni +C/;=ibitm,, where b,, E I, and ni E N. 
Let B = [bij]. Thus 
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By Cramer’s rule, if d = det(saZ - B), then dmi E N and d E Ann(M/N). 
InparticuIar,dEp.Butd=((sa)kmod ~andsgn,sothata~p. 
Since n was an arbitrary prime ideal containing Ann(M/N), it follows 
that a E rad(Ann( M/N)), so there is an inclusion Ann( M/N) c Ann( M/N) 
G rad(Ann( M/N)). 
The proposition will follow from this inclusion once we have verified that 
Ann(M/N) is a reduced ideal. To see this, suppose an E Ann(M/N), i.e., 
a”m E N for all m E M. This means that for every 0 E Spec R, the vector 
a”( Q)m( 0) is in the K( @)-subspace of MB~ K(P) generated by N@, K(P). 
But a(u) is either 0 or invertible in K(P), so that a”( @)m( ~1) is in NB~ K( @) 
if and only if u(Q)m(n) is in NB~ K(Q). Thus a E Ann(M/N) and the 
proposition is proved. n 
This section will be concluded with a Lemma which is needed in Sec- 
tion 6. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let R be a Jacobson ring, let& be a p x q matrix with 
entries in R, and let NA = AR9 G RP. Then @, = NA. 
Proof. Clearly N, c EA. Thus suppose f E zxi. This means that the 
equation A( .,+%? )u = f(A) is solvable over R/J& for every &? E Specm R. 
We claim that in this situation, the equation A( b)u = f(~ ) is solvable over 
K( 0) for every p E Spec R. Suppose this is false. Then for some u E Spec R 
one must have an inequality rank,(,,[A(p),f(b)]>rank.(,,,A(b)=r-1. 
Let D,, . . . , II, be all the r~r minors of A. Then {D,,...,D,}cu, since 
each Dj = 0 in K( 0). But there is some r X r minor of the matrix [A, f], say 
D, such that D # 0 in rc( b), i.e. D $5 p. Since R is Jacobson, there is an 
& E Specm R such that n c _&Y but D E Jf. Hence rank,,M[A(&), f(d)] 
> rank,,, A(&‘); therefore, the equation A(A)u = f(A) is not solvable 
over R/M. This contradiction establishes the lemma. n 
4. R-GENERIC MATRICES 
In this section we will introduce our concept of generic matrix over 
regular local rings and prove a basic proposition on localization of generic 
matrices which will be required in Section 5. We begin by recalling an 
elementary matrix lemma from the book of Tougeron [14]. First, some 
notation is necessary. 
Let k be an integral domain and let R = k[ y, j] be the polynomial ring 
over k in the pq indeterminates yij where 1 f i < p, 1~ j < q, and let 
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A = [ yij] be the matrix over R whose ijth entry is yij. Let di for I < i < 
min(p, 9) be the ith principal minor of A, i.e. the determinant of the i x i 
upper left hand comer of A. Given r satisfying 0 < r < min(p, 9), define a 
(p - r)X(q - r) matrix A, with entries in R as follows. For 1< i < p - r, 
1~ j < 9 - r let (~ij) be the determinant of the (r + 1) x (r + 1) submatrix of 
A determined by rows 1,. . ., r, r + i and columns 1,. . . , r, r + j. With this 
notation, the lemma of Tougeron can be stated as follows. 
LEMMA 4.1 (Tougeron) 114, p. 1251). There are square matrices P and Q 
with entries in R = k[ yi j] satisfying det P = d,, det Q = d,4--‘, and 
p-1~~~ It’ ’ 
[ 1 0 A,' 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let R be a ring, and A a p x 9 matrix with entries in 
R. If the principal minor d, of A is a unit in R, then there are matrices P in 
GL(p,R) andQin GL(9, R) such that detP=d,, detQ=:-‘, and 
p-lAQ= ” ’ 1 1 0 A,' 
REMARK 4.3. 
(1) In Lemma 4.1 the matrices P and Q of course depend on the choice of 
r, but we will not make this dependence explicit in the notation. 
(2) In Corollary 4.2 and in all subsequent applications of Lemma 4.1, the 
matrices P, Q, A, are obtained from A by the specialization Y,~ = alj in the 
definition of P, Q, and A,. 
(3) Tougeron stated his lemma for the case k = [w, but the proof works for 
an arbitrary integral domain. 
DEFINITION 4.4. Let (R, _&‘, K) be a regular local ring. A matrix A = 
[a, j] is said to be R-generic if the entries {a ij } of A form a K-linearly 
independent subset of A/A2, i.e., { aij} form part of a minimal generating 
set for the maximal ideal of R. [Recall that (R, J&‘, K) is a regular local ring if 
dim, &/A2 = dim R. Here A is the maximal ideal of R, and K is the 
residue field.] Note that if A is an R-generic matrix, then an ideal generated 
by any subset of A is prime. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let (R, J&‘, K) be a regular local ring which contains 
a field, and let A be a p X 9 R-generic matrix. Assume 11 E Spec R and 
rank %(,,, A( 1-1) = r. Then there are matrices P in GL(p, R,,) and Q in 
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GL( q, R D ) such that 
p-l*Q= zr O 
[ 1 0 4 
and the matrix A, is R,-generic. 
Proof. Since rank I( o ) A( p ) = r, it may be assumed without loss of gener- 
ality that the principal minor d, of A is not 0 in K(Q), i.e., d, G p. By 
Corollary 4.2 there are P in GL( p, R,), Q in GL(9, Ru) such that 
p-‘AQ= ” ’ 
[ 1 0 A,' 
where A, = [a!;‘] 
and ai;’ is the determinant of the (r + 1) X (r + 1) submatrix of A determined 
by rows 1,. . . , r, r + i and columns 1,. . . , r, r + j. 
It is necessary to check that A, is R,-generic. First, note that each ai;) is 
in n, since otherwise we would have rank,(,) A(n) > r. It remains to check 
that {a{;‘} is a K( @)-linearly independent subset of (p R,)/( p R,)‘. Suppose 
there is a K( U) linear dependence relation 
&cyij’ = h (4.1) 
where ci j E K(Q) and h E (I, R,,)‘. After multiplying by an element of R\ u 
to clear the denominators, it can be assumed that cij is in R and h is in t,“. 
The proposition will be proved once we have shown that each ci j E 1,. 
Fix an index (iO, j,), and consider the entry a!“!,, of A,. From the 
definition of this entry as a determinant, one has the equation 
cut’! = ur+i,,r+ j,d, + b, ‘010 (4.2) 
where b is a sum of products of entries of A, all of which have at least one 
subscript less than r. 
Let R* be the &adic completion of R. Since R contains a field, and A is 
R-generic, one has that R* = K[[aij, x1,. . . , xtpp,]], where JZ is generated 
by {9lj,Xi>...,xr-pq } and where t = dim R (Matsumura [lo, p. 2061). Let D 
be the derivation on R* given by partial differentiation with respect to the 
variable u,+~,,~+~,,. Now apply D to equation (4.1) to obtain 
~[(D~,~)aj;‘+c~~(Da;;))] = Dh. (4.3) 
But the only (Y!;) which contains ar+r,,,r+ j,l in its determinental expansion is 
aiiiO. Thus Da:;‘= 0 except for (2, j)= (io, j,), and Equation (4.2) then 
implies that there is an equation in R* 
~~,,~~,d, = Dh - ~(Dcij)cwjJ! (4.4) 
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But a:;‘~ t, and Dh E p-R*, because h E (@.R*)‘. Therefore ciojod, E 0. 
R* n R = 0. But d r 4 p, so ciojo E 0. Since (iO, j,) is an arbitrary index, we 
have shown that {a!!‘} is a K( n)-linearly independent subset of 
(~R,)/(~R,)2, i.e., A, fl R,-generic. n 
5. MAIN RESULT 
The following constitutes the main result on pointwise solvability implying 
global solvability of linear equations. The result is stated in the language of 
spectral closure introduced in Section 3. 
Given a ring R and a p X 4 matrix A with entries in R, then let 
NA = AR4 c RP. 
THEOREM 5.1. If (R, JH, K) is a regular local ring containing a field, 
and A is a p X 4 R-generic matrix, then NA is spectrally closed in RP, i.e., 
NA = NA. 
Proof. We consider separately the two cases p < q and p > q. 
Case 1: p<q. Let X=SpecR andlet YCX bedefinedby Y={~)E 
X:rank,(,, A( @) < p - 2}. Theorem 2.2 will be applied to the inclusion 
NA c N* of R-modules in order to prove that NA = N,. It is necessary to check 
conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of Theorem 2.2. 
(i): Suppose p @ Y. Then rank.(,) A(p) = p or p - 1. In case 
rank K(D) A( ~1) = p, one has that the map A: RE -+ RK is surjective by 
Nakayama’s lemma, so ( NA)” = (N,), = Ri. 
Now suppose rank.(,, ) A(p) = p - 1. By Proposition 4.5 there are invert- 
ible matrices P and Q over R, such that 
0 
b, b, ... b,-,+, 1 
and the matrix [b, ... b,_,+,] is R,-generic. In particular, the ideal 
(b bq-p+JR, I,“‘, is a reduced ideal, and it follows from Remark 3.2.4 that 
(NA)u = (a,),. Thus condition (i) of Theorem 2.2 is satisfied. 
Condition (ii) is automatic, since N, c RP and the map RP + RK is 
injective for all 0 E Spec R because R is a domain. 
It remains to check condition (iii). So let @ be a prime ideal of R such that 
rank n(U ) A( t, ) = r < p - 2. By Proposition 4.5 there are RD-invertible matrices 
P and Q such that 
P-‘AQ= I’ ’ 
[ 1 0 A,' 
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where A, is an R,-generic matrix of size (p - r)~(q - r). Since P and Q are 
invertible over R,, it follows that Coker(A,)= Coker(A,). Theorem 2.1 
applies to the matrix A, to give hdRuCoker(A,)= hd,vCokerA, = (9 - r) - 
(p - T)+ 1 = 9 - p + 1. Therefore, hd, ,(NA)u = hdRi(Coker(A,)) - 1= 9 - 
p, and since R, is a regular local ring, there is an identity (Serre [14]) 
(9 - P)+depth,U(NA)D = dimR, 
SinceA,isR,-generic,itfollowsthatdimR,~(p-r)(q-r)~2(9-p+2), 
since r d p - 2. Therefore 
depths,,(N.), 2 2(9 - P +2) - (9 - P> 
2(9-P)+4 
Hence, Theorem 2.2 applies to complete the proof of the theorem in case 
P d 9, 
Case 2: p > 9. Let A’ be the 9 x 9 matrix consisting of the first 9 rows 
of A. If A is R-generic then so is A’. An application of case 1 shows that NAJ 
is spectrally closed in Rq. We claim that this implies that NA is also spectrally 
closed. Let U = { p E X : det A’( Q ) # O}. Note that U is dense in X, since 
det A’# 0. Now suppose f E RP is in aA, i.e., the vector space equation 
A( 0)~ = f(p) is solvable for all @ E X. Then certainly Il f E NA' = Ntir, where 
Il: RP + R4 is projection on the first 9 components. Thus there is a u E R4 
such that A’u = II f. We will show that Au = f. Indeed, for 1, E U, there is a 





In particular, f(p) = n-lA'(b)u(b) = A(p)u(p). Therefore, the function 
Au - f vanishes on the dense subset U of X and hence is identically 0. Thus 
Au = f and the theorem is proved. n 
6. GENERIC POLYNOMIAL MATRICES 
In this section Theorem 5.1 will be applied to the global situation 
represented by a matrix equation with polynomial entries. We will briefly 
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recall some of the geometry necessary to define generic matrix precisely in 
this global context. Throughout this section k will denote a fixed algebraically 
closed field of characteristic 0. By algebraic variety over k we will mean the 
closed points of a reduced scheme of finite type over k. Let M(p, 9) denote 
the space of p X 9 matrices with entries in k, and let S, = {A E 
M(p, 9): rank A = r }. We note the following well-know facts about the sets 
S r’ 
PROPOSITION 6.1. 
(1) M(p, 9)=u;y4s,. 
(2) $ =u;,,s,. 
(3) S, is an irreducible subvariety of M(p, 9) of codimension (p - r) 
(9 - r)* 
(4) The singular set of S, is U;,AS,. 
We will briefly recall the proof of part of (3) and (4); namely, that each 
point a E S, is a nonsingular point of codimension (p - r)(q - r). Given a 
matrix A E M(p, 9) and 0 < r < min(p, 9), write A in the block form 
A= ’ D 
[ 1 E F’ 
where Cisrxr. 
Let U, be the subset of M( p, 9) defined by 
V,= ([g i]:detC+O). 
LEMMA 6.2. U, C’ S, = :F-EC-‘D=O. 
i 
Proof. This follows immediately from the calculation 
In particular, this lemma shows that the equations defining S, n U, are 
F - EC-‘D = 0. There are (p - r)(q - r) equations, and it is clear that the 
Jacobian matrix of these equations with respect to the F variables has rank 
( p - r )( 9 - r ). This shows that each a E S, n U, is a nonsingular point of S, 
of codimension (p - r )( 9 - r ) in M( p, 9). Since S, can be covered by 
neighborhoods (PU,Q)n S,, where P and Q are permutation matrices, it 
follows that each a E S, is a nonsingular point of codimension (p - r)(q - r). 
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Now recall the concept of transversality for an algebraic morphism. Let 
f: X + Y be a map between nonsingular algebraic varieties X and Y, and let 
Z G Y be a locally closed nonsingular subvariety. The map f is said to be 
transversal to Z at x E X if f(x) E Z or f(x) E Z and f,T,X + T’Cx,Z = 
Tflx,Y, where f* denotes the map on tangent spaces and T,X denotes the 
tangent space to X at x. One has the following characterization of transversal- 
ity in terms of ideals. If the ideal of Z in the local ring Or,fCx, is generated 
minimally by g i, . . . , g,, then f is transversal to Z at x if and only if the 
functions g, 0 f,. . . , g, 0 f either generate the unit ideal or are part of a 
minimal generating set for the maximal ideal of Lox. X. 
This can be applied to give a concept of generic polynomial matrix. Let X 
be a nonsingular affine variety with coordinate ring R = T(X), and let 
A: X --) M(p, 4) be an algebraic morphism, i.e., each entry of the matrix 
function is an element of R. 
DEFINITION 6.3. The matrix function A is said to be generic if A is 
transversal to S, for 0 < r < min(p, 4). 
If A(a) E S,, then after permuting the rows and columns we may assume 
that A(a) E S, n U,, and writing 
A= ’ D 
[ 1 E F’ 
one has that F(a)- E(u)Cpl(u)D(u)= 0. Let A, = F-EC-ID. The fol- 
lowing fact is immediate from the above discussion. 
LEMMA 6.4. With the above notation, the matrix function A is generic if 
and only if the matrix A,. is 8,x,,-g eneric for every a E X (as defined in 
Definition 4.4). 
The following result is a global version of Theorem 5.1. 
THEOREM 6.5. If X is a nonsingular algebraic variety defined over k and 
A:X-,M(p,q) is a generic pxq matrix, then EA=ARYcRP (where 
R = r(X)) is maximally spectrally closed, i.e. N* = NA. 
Proof Since equgity of submodules is a local property, it is sufficient to 
check that (NA)M = (NA)& for all maximal ideals A. By the Nullstellensatx, 
R is a Jacobson ring, so every maximalLdeal is A, = { f E R : f(u) = 0} for 
some a E X, and by Lemma 3.4, MA = NA. Thus, it is sufficient to verify that 
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w*Lf,,= <ha>,,, f or every a E X. By Lemma 6.4, if n E X, A(a) E S,, and 
one factors A as 
p-l~Q= Ir ’ 
[ 1 0 4 
where P and Q are invertible over Ox,a, then A, is 0x,,-generic. Theorem 
5.1 then implies that ( NA,)d, = ( N,,)d,,, and one sees easily from the invert- 
ibility of P and Q that this is equivalent to the equality ( NA)&[(, = ( &)M,,; 
hence, the theorem is proved. n 
The proof of Theorem 6.5 actually covers a somewhat more general 
situation. If R is a regular ring and A is a p X q matrix over R, then one can 
define the concept of generic for A as follows. If M E SpecmR and 
rank R,MA(Jti)= r, then factor A as 
p-‘AQ= I’ ’ I 1 0 A,’ 
where P and Q are invertible over R,. We say that A is R-generic if A, is 
Rx-generic for every M E Specm R. With this definition, the following result 
has exactly the same proof as Theorem 6.5. 
THEOREM 6.6. Let R be a regular Jacobson ring which contains a field. 
If A is an R-generic p x q matrix, then NA = ARY c RP is maximally spec- 
trally closed. 
We will conclude this section with some comments which are intended to 
give some justification for the use of the word generic in Definition 6.3. 
Traditionally, a property 9 is said to be generic for a family of varieties or 
maps if it is satisfied by a subset U of the family which contains a Zariski 
open dense set of the parameter space. For the property of being transversal 
to a fixed variety, this concept is formalized in the Bertini-Sard theorems (see 
Hartshorne [6] or Kleiman [S]). For the situation we are considering, the 
precise formulation is as follows. Suppose X is a nonsingular algebraic variety 
defined over k, and suppose @ : X x k’ + M(p, q) is a finite dimensional 
family of polynomial matrices. It follows from the Bertini-Sard theorems 
mentioned above that if Cp is generic, then for almost all a E k’, the map 
@( , u ) : X + M( p, q) is also generic. A simple example where the hypotheses 
are satisfied occurs when X = k” and @‘N is the “general” p X q polynomial 
matrix function of degree < N, i.e. @(x, a) = [C,a,G,a,,j~“]. One checks 
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easily that the tangent map @* is surjective at every point (r, a). Thus, 
almost all polynomial maps a,\-( x, a ) : k ’ -+ M( p, 9) of degree < N are 
generic. 
7. GENERIC HOLOMORPHIC MATRICES 
Let X be a Stein manifold, and let R = I’(X, 0x) be the ring of global 
holomorphic functions. (See the book of Gunning and Rossi [3] for all of the 
concepts related to functions of several complex variables required for the 
present section.) As for the case of polynomials, a matrix function A: X + 
M( p, 9, C) will be called generic if the map is transversal to all of the 
submanifolds S, of M(p, 9,C). A matrix defines a submodule NA = ARQ c RP 
and another type of closure of NA. Specifically, define Ni c RP by Ni = { f 
E RP : the equation A(x)u = f(x) is solvable over @ for every x E X }. In 
studying rings of holomorphic functions&he closure NL is a more natural 
object than the maximal spectral closure NA. Of course, one has an inclusion 
GA c Ni. Let xA denote the sheaf of Lozcmodules generated by N,, and let 
JA’ denote the sheaf of Ox-modules generated by Ni. Since X is Stein, 
I(X, ,y”,) = NA and F(X, JlrA) = Ni because Nd is defined locally. 
THEOREM 7.1. If X is a Stein manifold and A is a generic matrix defined 
over R = T(X, Ox), then NA = Ni. 
Proof, Like Theorem 6.5, this result is obtained by a reduction to 
Theorem 5.1, We will merely sketch the main points. From an observation 
made earlier, it is sufficient to check that J* = Hi. So let a E X and assume 
A(a) E S,. Then factor A as 
I, 0 P-‘AQ= o A, > I 1 
where P and Q are invertible over Ox a. Since A is generic, one has that A, 
is 0 x, .-generic, and since!, D is a regular local ring, Theorem 5.1 applies to 
give an equality MA, u = Jva, ,i, where MA, ,_denotes the stalk of NA at a. The 
theorem then follows from the equality Jr/-, ,2 = J1/^A:.. This last equality is 
proved by an argument which is formally similar to that of Lemma 3.4. One 
simply uses the local analytic NuZlsteZlensatz for the ring Ox, a in place of the 
Jacobson hypothesis in Lemma 3.4. n 
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